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SENIOR CLASS HOLDS
FIRST MEETING
Pres.

Doyle Promises Big
From Class of '22

Things

Last Monday, in a meeting whitehot with enthusiasm, the Senior
Glass listened spellbound to the eloquence of President "Jim" Doyle.
He tried for half an hour to inculcate a militant attitude towards the
He
superiority of the Senior Class.
also announced that Clement 0. Jordan was elected Editor-in-Chief of
the Sub Turri, the Senior Year
Book. After the cheering had subsided, the philosophers made plans
for the Senior Smoker which will
occur the night before the Holy Cross
football game.
Henry Foley insisted on delivering
a carefully prepared speech, explaining the peculiar advantages of the
Fulton Debating Society. He claimed that Fulton should be a Senior
society.
After the debris had been
cleared away, "Jake" Driscoll. president of the Athletic Association exhorted the class to attend the B. U.
game Saturday.
After Walter Graham had invited everyone to try out,
on THE HEIGHTS, any original
ideas he might have about journalism, the meeting adjourned. Fortunately, George Kelley and "Tim"
Mclnerney did not have an opportun.
ity to talk.
An agent of a Boston credit house
was present and alter the meeting
lie explained some phases of elementary business finance to some of
the more prominent members of the
Class.

STOP, LOOK, AND LISTEN!
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New Boston College Eleven
Downs Boston University
Opening Game is Featured by Punting of Darling

and 60-Yd. Run by Matthews
Boston College started the 1921
season in a successful manner by
defeating B. U. by the score of 13 to
0.
The game, though marred by
many fumbles, was hard fought and
thrilling.
Boston College was easily
team,
but B. U. put up a
the better
hard fight.
Boston College scored its first
touchdown when Darling, catching
a punt on B. U.'s 30-yard line,
dodged and side-stepped his way for
B. C.'s first score. The second touchdown came when Matthews intercepted a forward pass on B. U.'s 40-yard
line and ran 60 yards for the second
score. Boston College chose to play
a kicking game and Darling, the
Minneapolis star, clearly outpunted
Sweet2am! of 13. V. Darling's punts
were of first class order, and the
headwork be used in placing two of
his punts on the 5 and 7-yard lines,
respectively,
was favorably commented upon by all
The game started with H. l.\
choosing to receive the ball. Darling
k'eked the ball far and high and

Comeiford nailed the B. I*. man in
his tracks.
it. U. punted immediately and from then on it was a
kicking ga.'ie beiwi .-n :-!weetland and
Darling, with the latter gaining on
every exchange.

The following dales and the events
that accompany them will lie of interest to the student body.
Next
Wednesday, Columbus Day. is a holiday and. as the day following is Rector's Day, there will be no classes
until Friday, the 14th. The Dean
has assured us that school will positively keep on that day.
Classes
will be held on Monday, the 17th.
the Annual Retreat starting on Tuesday and continuing until Thursday.
There will be no classes on Friday.
October 21.

THURSDAY,

At the beginning of the second
half it could be seen that B. U. was
using the overhead game in an attempt to tie the score but the alertness of the B. C. backs and the incompleted forward passes were B.
IVs downfall. One of B. U.'s passes, thrown by Cochrane was intercepted by Matthews, who ran 60
yards, through a broken field for a
touchdown. The score then stood
13 to 0, Comerford missing the goal.
In the last period B. U.'s progress
by means of forward passes, was
broken up by Kelleher, who intercepted one of Cochrane's passes and
ran 3 0 yards before being downed.
The kicking and rushing of Darling, the 60 varcl run by Matthews,
"Bill" Kelleher's defensive work and
Ca rit. Comerfcrd's ability to get down
under punts featured B. C.'s part, in
tlie contest; while "Brick" o'Hare's
So-yai'd run.
Williamson's aggressiveness, and Cochrane's throwing of
forward passes featured for B. U.
Th" game demonstrated the fact
that the 1321 Boston College eleven
has its work cut out for it.
The
team suffers by comparison with our
Champions of last year, but we have
siring hm.es thai Ihe present squad
will soon develop into an efficient
capable- storing machine.
\u25a0, nC.

The first period ended with neither
but B. C. showed the
ALUMNI NOTES
better football.
The second period started with 13.
C in possession of the ball only to
The congratulations of the Collose it on the next play by a fumble lege are heartily extended to Joseph
by Tonry.
Patten then tried a drop .]. Hurley '1(1. John A. McCarty '17,
kick which was blocked by B. U.'s V. Ni-.'holas PetroceMi '17, who have
tackle. B. I
after trying to gain successfully passed the State Bar Exthrough B. C.'s line pur:ted. Darling. :;ni" and have been admitted to pracrunning at a breakneck speed caught rir-e in the Supreme Court of Massathe ball, and dashed through the B. (\u25a0''. US'HiS,
['. foam for a touchdown.
ComerThe tliree young men are veterans
ford kicked the goal, making the (if the World War and took a promi:;core 7 to 0.
nent part in college activities.
'.;<le scoring,
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BOSTON COLLEGE BEGINS
ITS FIFTIETH YEAR
Entering Class Is the Largest to
Enroll at The Heights
Many new faces greeted the inspiring towers on the Heights on
Sept. 21st, 1921. when the largest
number of students ever to enter

Boston College enrolled for the collegiate year.
The Freshman class
was by far the largest that has yet
gained admittance to these sacred
walls. The former high school heroes, but now lowly Freshmen, number about three hundred and twentyfive future citizens.
In all probability this number will
not be exceeded since such an enrollment taxes the present limited facilities of the class rooms to the fullest
extent. The sophomo.re and junior
classes have suffered very little in
the way of losing classmates. In
fact their numbers have been augmented by several transfers.
The
senior class under the able leadership of its officers plans for a busy
and eventful year.
The old classrooms and professoi-s are already exciting tender thoughts in the minds
of the seniors as they realize that
their college days are fast slipping
into the mellowness of the past.
The faculty, for the most part, will
Fr. Devlin is
remain the same.
President for the third successive
year.
Fr. McHugh remains as Dean
and Prefect of Studies, while Fr.
Fitzpatrick continues to perform the
duties of Prefect of Discipline.
However, there have been a few
changes.
We have lost Fr. Burkett.
who is now on the staff of Georgetown.
Fr. Cox is now teaching at
Fordham. Fr. Gisler is. at present.
Rector at The Holy Trinity Church,
on Shawmut Ave.. Boston. Mr. Of.untie, former moderator of the Marquette Debating Society and last
year's moderator of the Stylu e . is
again studying at Woodstock. I'e is
accompanied by
Mr. Kienle. last
year's moderator of THE HEIGHTS.
In exchange we have acquired Fr.
Beglan, who is to teach psychology
in Senior. Fr. Beglan is a native of
New York, but has taught at Boston
Fr. Crowley, proCollege before.
in Junior, has
philosophy
fessor of
just completed twelve most: succr>?:nful years at Holy Cross. Fr. f'r,:wMr.
ley is a native of East Boston.
Dwyer, Mr. Gillis and Mr. Wnlsh
will teach in Freshman.
Both Mr.
(Continued on Paue 2. Column
I
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FOR BOSTON
Editorials on college spirit have
become so numerous that they are
gradually being included under the
caption of "old stuff."
We were
somewhat wary about adding another to the already large list, but
as this is the first issue of the college
year we feel that the few- words
which follow will be acceptable.
This is the season of the year
when college spirit is born. Often
it is born merely to die a feeble
death. Sometimes it develops and
becomes an asset to college life and
ambitions, a splendid interpretation
of loyalty and devotion to the school.
With it a small college can become
a big college if not in numbers at
least in name and fame. It is the
tie that binds.
Out here on the
Heights we are exceedingly proud of
our college spirit, breathing it as
we do from the moment we first set
loot within Alma Mater's walls, until that memorable day when, diploma in hand, we depart from her care
\u25a0to face the trials and turbulations of
the outside world. College spirit is

in our midst out

will come the axe.

ni.

Mr. Dwyer is of the class of
while Mr. Gillis graduated in
'12. Mr. Walsh comes from Buffalo
where he made a most enviable record as a cheerful and efficient professor. Fr. Shaffery, who is to head
the chemisty department, completes
the newcomers to the Heights.
Fr.
Shaffery is a graduate of the Rush
Medical School of Chicago.
The entire student body, through
THE HEIGHTS, welcomes thir- new
corps of professors and earnestly
hopes that they will find themselves
among friends. Tt is the sincere and
ardent wish of THE HEIGHTS' editors that the years spent at Boston
CoiHege, by these new professors, will
be most fruitful to their generous
and holy lives.
'15,

We have seen a copy of the 19 21
Turri and we assure you that
the book is an admirable one. It
is a splendid piece of work and it
will he a hard hook to surpass.
But
we have high hopes in "Clem" Jordan and his staff and we have an
do idea that the finished product of
little or nothing- of themselves. Men 1922 will have an edge on that of
of Boston College, we are situated 1921.
on the heights of Chestnut Hill and
we are also situated on the heights
THE HEIGHTS regrets that "Jim"
loyalty,
devotion,
of
and affection to Doyle, President of Senior, and one
this school we love. From our posi- of our very best football men, is to
tion on the hills of Newton we overbe out of the gridiron game for some
look, not only the twin lakes which weeks to come.
To say that his
rest at the foot of our campus, but sprained collarbone is a case of hard
selfishness, meanness of spirit, and luck is putting it mildly.
Despite
all else that tends to make man the his trouble Jim is still smiling and
egotist rather (than the true and it is our sincere hope that it will
obliging servant. For we are truly not be long ere the North Weymouth
servants of Boston College and upon idol is again galloping over the yard
the quality and quantity of our serlines.
vice does the brilliant future and
lasting glory of our Alma Mater deTli-i advice given by Fr. Corrigan
pend.
at the first meeting of the Senior
class should not be forgotten. It is
It would be a good thing if some the only formula for the ultimate
success of 1922.
of our classmates who drive automocareful
biles would be a little more
when driving up the pathway to the AN APPEAL TO THE MEN
administration building.
The colOF BOSTON COLLEGE
lege driveway is not a speedway' and
With the commencement of publithere is nothing remarkably brilliant
cation
of THE HEIGHTS for 1921opens
about the driver who
wide the
1922
management is again conthe
great
throttle and then takes
delight
in watching the fellows who are on fronted with the problem of securfoot scatter for safety. And as far ing revenue to finance this important activity in the college life. We
as we know even Ford is still putting horns on the "Henrys."
all know that the chief source of
revenue comes from the advertising
The staff of THE HEIGHTS is columns, as in every newspaper. Our
watching with pride and interest the task is to fill these few columns each
clever articles which John B. Donaweek with the ads of reliable firms
hue, last year's editor of this paper, and individuals, but firms or indiis at present writing in the magaviduals will not CONTINUE adverzine section of the Boston Sunday tising in THE HEIGHTS from month
Post.
"J. 8.," as he was knoiwn to to month, unless they get RESULTS.
Now the case is, they very often
the members of his former staff, is
following well in the footsteps of his get eNcellent results from their B. C.
advertising, but they do not know it,
esteemed predecessor, Myles Connelly.
because men go into our advertisers'
stores and make purchases without
We dislike greatly to begin the mentioning the fact that they are
college year by finding fault, but from B. C. or that they saw the artiafter taking a look at the lunchroom cle purchased advertised in THE
we are unable to keep silence. Since HEIGHTS.
Now, fellows, think it over?we
when has the lunchroom become a
cannot run this paper without funds
dumping ground for food, waste pa(and we all want to see the paper
per, and other rubbish?
The condition of the lunchroom during the continue and prosper).
week just past was disgraceful and
The greater part of our funds come
it is lime that such a condition was from advertising?
Business men of Boston are ready
remedied. There are receptacles for
all waste matter in the lunchroom and willing to advertise with us if
and they are there for a purpose; not we will only produce RESULTS.
It is up to you?each individual
for ornaments as some fellows seem
to believe.
See to it that the room student?when you make a purchase
is kept clean and tidy, and if each from any of our advertisers (and it
man will look out for himself the will pay you to follow their ads)
desired cleanliness will soon be to please mention THE HEIGHTS, or
gained.
at least the name of Boston College.
If eacli one does this it will be
The stall of THE HEIGHTS that is "smooth sailing" and THE HEIGHTS
printed in this issue is not a comwill be better enabled to represent a
plete one.
We have several candi"BIGGER BOSTON COLLEGE."
dates seeking positions and it will
not he long before we are able to anBOSTON COLLEGE BEGINS
nounce a complete staff.
A man
ITS FIFTIETH YEAR
who holds down a job on THE
(Continued from Page 1)
HEIGHTS must be a worker and just
as soon as we find any "dead wood" Dwyer and Mr. Gillis are B. C. alumSub

NEW BUILDING STARTED
Rapidly
Erection
of New Science Hall Proceeds

Construction of the new Science
Hal'l, first of the four proposed buildings of Greater Boston College, has
been started, and daily sounds of
blasting and excavating float through
our windows on the autumn breezes,
prophesying great things for the
Heights a few years hence.
The College pool and billiard artists were painfully surprised and
shocked upon their return for the
fall semester, to discover that the
sacred precincts of the pool table
had been rudely transformed into a
new chemistry laboratory. But Billy
Frazier has the table in the diminished smoking room and all is well.
The new laboratory will be under
the direction of Professor McCullough
S. J., head of this department, and
will accommodate the chemistry class
until the new building is completed.

FOOD FOR FRESHMEN
who cavort about the
herbage like the timid hoppergrass,
Prick up thy
your doom is nigh.
organs
and list. The
(lor.gated aural
Freshmen blood test is imminent and
let thee be prepared. The more intelligent members of our college are
incensed at thy brazeness, for thou
hast been too copious in thy childish
Wherefore, ye who would
prattle.
mourn,
organize and be ready
not
to manifest thy courage on the field
of battle.
The Sophomores are anxious for thy scalps.
Verburn sapiIn other words the
enti satis est.
wise one doesn't need a debater to
convince him.
Hark,

ye

WHAT OTHER COLLEGES
ARE LAUGHING AT
"I beg your pardon," said the convict, as the governor passed his
cell.?Virginia Reel.
Prof.?Bisect the line.
Stude. ?Into how many parts??
Sabertooth.
Jessie?Billy swears awfully.
James (absent mindedily)?Yes, I
can do better myself.?Notre Dame
Juggler.

THE
EDITOR JORDAN SELECTS
SUB TURRI STATE
The 1922 Sub Turn has started on
its way. A tentative Staff has been
drawn up and a meeting was held
last Friday to discuss plans for the
coming year.
The publishing of
this book is a momentous task and
needs the whole-hearted support of
every student in the college.
Every
class and every man in the class can
and should do something to help the
Senior Class in making this year
book a huge success. The students
of the tower classes will all be Seniors some day and will have just such
a task confronting them as the Senior Class has now. Look ahead fellows and see if you won't be glad
to lend your support whenever asked.
It won't be often and it won't be
much.
All the literary lights of the class
have been arrayed on the staff and
feel confident that this year's Sub
Tuni will be juist what it should be,
the best erer.

MUSICAL CLUBS ORGANIZE

In the recent death of Prof. George
Lowe!! Tracy, the Musical Club lost
its beloved instructor, a widely

known composer and writer of music,
whose contributions to the musical
world were known throughout the
United States and Europe in concert
and orchestral scores. Mr. Tracy will
be remembered by the G-lee Club by
his march "For The Heights" and
his many compositions that were
sung last year in the various concerts.
This year Mr. Tobin, S. J., the
faculty director, announces that he
has obtained the services of Prof. T.
Francis Burke as director and instructor for the Musical Clubs. Mr.
Burke comes from a musical family,
his father being at present a bandmaster, his uncle a noted cornet soloist and bandmaster, and his brother a professional violinist. His two
sisters are organists and teachers of
music.
Mr. Burke graduated from
the New England Conservatory of
Music in 1908. He returned to the
Conservatory and studied composition
under G. W. Chadwick and fugue
SUBSCRIBE FOR
with Stuart Mason.
For eleven
years he served as organist and choir
THE HEIGHTS
master at St. Patrick's Church. Brockton. He was organist at the Immaculate Conception Church of Boston
and is now organist and choir master
at St. Catherine's Church, Somervilile. Mr. Burke has had long experience in both band and orchestra,
practically as a player, theoretically
as an arranger of instrumentation.
His specialty at present is in Glee
Club work and vocal culture.
This year a large Glee Club of
one hundred voices is planned and
Esfd 1868
the large number of applicants foreSCHOOL SUPPLIES
tells a most successful year. The oris most fortunate in obtainchestra
ENGRAVERS AND PRINTERS
ing a large number of talented playBLANK BOOKS AND LOOSE LEAF
ers. The band loses Leo Calianan,
DEVICES
'21. but gains many new members
(all sizes)
from the Freshman class.
Mr. WilA LINE A DAY BOOK
liam Bigley, '2 2, remains President,
LEATHER GOODS
Mr. Frank Flynn, '22, Vice-President, and Mr. Walter Mayo, '23,
FOUNTAIN PENS
Conductor of the Orchestra and soFINE PAPER AND ENVELOPES
loist.
Ed. McGreenery is back as
Accompanist,
but a great loss is felt
§7-61 FRANKLIN ST.,
BOSTON
in the departure of Fred Mockler,
'21, and Henry Mclnerney, '21, who
did wonderful work as managers.

Dress Clothes Renting
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HEIGHTS
FALL TENNIS TOURNAMENT
On Thursday. Sept. 28 th, THE
HEIGHTS started Boston College on
the road to prominence in another
branch of sport.
Too long have the exceptionally
good courts at the institution been
neglected, and in order that the interest and enthusiasm necessary to
success be aroused, the weekly has
offered suitable trophies for the
tournament. The Horace Partridge
Co. has also offered a racket as a

CHIMES FROM THE TOWERS
Two! Two! We Lead, others follow. Off the track. '2 2.
The trotting season has opened at
the Heights. Many fine mounts may
be seen practising daily. Society's
favorites are beginning to put in
Mark,
Burke,
their appearance.
John, and Cecil have been here for
several days now. R. H. White and
Cornhill are the leading entries.

SCENE.?DEAN'S OFFICE
Garrity, our "Pic" seller enEd.
The rapidly growing popularity of
ters. Dean quite busy. Ed dozes off
the game clearly shown by the great
and is a thousand miles away.
attendance at the National ChamDean, suddenly: "WELL!"
pionships, is again reflected in the
Ed,
aroused:
"Good morning,
response of the student body.
Madame."
The number of entrants exceeded
the most sanguine expectations. OvNOTICE!
er forty men signed up in two days.
Grand meeting of KU KU KLAMS.
Of course it is not expected that there
All candidates report to MOST INwill be a great deal of class or speed
SOLENT LIZARD at the Shower
in the matches. This has not been
Bring bathing suits and
Baths.
sought after, rather we have been
sponges.
looking- for quantity than quality.
Grand collection of ten "Bucks"
By the time the second round is
for
each candidate. Dine will form
reached, however, the tennis oaight
at the "SHOWER BATHS" at twoto be well worth watching.
thirty.
The tournament would not have
Signed,
been moving along so well without
"Most Insolent Lizard!"
the assistance and encouragement so
generously given by Father McQuade.
Have you noticed? It is the seaOther attempts have been made to
son
for those nail-cleaning vests and
give tennis a standing in the Colthe cloth chapeaux. All Freshmen
lege, but they have been more or
must comply with the fashion laws
less unfortunate, but at the present
Peddle yourself
of the Heights.
it is not too far fetched, considering
and
off
some collegiate
grab
to town
the rapid rise of our other athletic
clothing.
teams, to say that it will not be long
A few tips for the "nurselings."
before we will have a representative
Trowsers?NO-CUFF, No-press, Burtennis team.
lap preferred. Shag-haired vest and
collapsible "lid." Pair of "dogs"?
EVENING CLASSES OPEN
Twice too large, and acquire a shufAT HIGH SCHOOL fle. Now you are a member of the
A. B. club. *(A. B.?All Bunk.)
The evening classes at the Boston
College High School were resumed
A dog fills an empty place in a
last Monday. A record attendance man's life. This is especially true
greeted the professors at their first of a Hot Dog.
By Bacchus.
clas-es. This evening school is conducted under the auspices of the
Young Men's Catholic Association
and has steadily gained in popularity since its inauguration 18 years
SUBSCRIBE FOR
ago.
Father Boehm, S. J., our esteemed Junior professor, is to have
charge of the philosophy class at the
THE HEIGHTS
evening school again this year, insuring the certain success of that
prize.

branch of study.
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BACK ON THE JOB
By Steamboat

"Jack" Kelley, last season's captain of football at Winthrop High, Well Gang:
is now enrolled at B. C. and is makThe good old Summer-time has
ing a strong bid for the quarterback finally eloped with the singing mosposition.

quitoes and here I am back again
with my new Knitted tie, trying to
John Hopkins, honor student and realize that 1 am once again spendathlete of no mean ability, from West ing my days under the old tower.
Roxbury, is now flashing the fresh- They say that this is wonderful
weather we are having. It is?for
man colors of Boston College.
bringing back pleasant memories of

Frank Murray of Revere High is
a strong candidate for the football
team.
Frank is a brother of the
famous "Vin" Murray who once held
down the centre position for the old
Maroon and Gold back in 1915.
Arthur Reilly, who was accustomed to capture the famous Carney
medals at Lowell High for honor and
merit, is a member of the class of
1925.

Bill Doyle from B. C. H. is a
contender for Jack Heaphy's
place on the varsity eleven. Bill was
captain at B. C. High last year. He
is a brother of our Jimmy Doyle.
strong

"Vin" Ryan, last season's all-interscholastic tackle from Providence,
R. 1., is now a member of the Maroon
and Gold football squad.
The Buff and Blue of English High
School has contributed its share of
athletes to the class of 1925 at B.
C. Most notable among these stars
are John Lyons, captain of the football team in 1920, Arthur Kirley and
Peter Day the latter two, trackmen
of no mean ability.

the past tew months. As our old
friend Pluto would say, a phantasm
is a memory of something that is going to happen. "Phan" coming from
the Japanese word meaning to keep
cool, and "tasm" coming free with
every pound of tea that you purchase at the jewelry store. Well it
was only the other morning that we
were making a few of these phantasms. The first thing that I knew
I was back again in the thriving
metropolis of BrSckville attending
one of those so-called "old-fashioned
dances." Say Gang, did you ever
have the chance to see one of these
ancient relics in its natural form?
You have to be a mathematician, a
coke fiend, and have your name in
the telephone book to stand the grind.
The first one of these drills that they
tried to resurrect was a little bird
by the name of the "QUADRILLE."
The men choose their commanding
officers, who will have the powder?
on their faces. The "gent" stands
on the floor, ?and his partner stands
on his feet. As a prelude everybody
begins to recite "Much-ado-about
nothing." Then the musicians begin
The men close their
to argue.
mouths.
The ladies do the same
thing,?but keep on talking. When
the leader of the stage hands breaks
his violin over the head of the Trombone player, the men sneeze twice.
The girls resist the inclination to do
the same thing.?Store teeth come

Julian McGrath and Victor Carr
B. C. High scholastic fame are
now members of the class of 1925. high nowadays.
Both these men were members of
Round Two?Cheese it, the sheriff!
the Botolphian staff at the James
Round Three?-Take it home and
St. school.
try it over on the piano.
Well bunch; the only other piece
"Tommie" Welsh of St. John's of dynamite that they tried to light
Prep, is making a strong bid for the a burnt match to was that dear old
football team.
Tom was a husky restful ballad, known as "THE VIRgridiron
warrior at the Danvers GINIA REEL." ("vir" coming from
school.
He is a son of Captajn the Latin meaning man, and "gin"
The two
Welsh who commanded the victorious coming from Canada.)
armies stand in battle formation.
""Esperanta."
The men on one side and the hairWith eyes open
Joseph O'Meara, a Freshman at nets on the other.
the
artists
hold
their
breath. With
the college last year, has entered
men
closed,
the
doors
the
hold onto
the new Benedictine monastery in
stick-pins.
boy with
their
When
the
Portsmouth, R. I.
the pink collar, and the pleated mustache whispers "CHARGE" the men
Among the new men enrolled in
pay fifty cents. The ladies pay their
?the Ph. B. course is George L. Grarespects.
ham, editor of the 1921 year took at
JVewton High. He is a brother of
Chein. Prof.?And the price of
the editor of THE HEIGHTS.
nitrates is now very high
The Goof?What do we care? We
Chapnever telegraph.?Stanford
arral.
pitched
Our Willie
a cartridge up
And on the stone it struck
We hadn't bought his schcolbooks yet
"I feel sort of down in the mouth,"
Oh, were we not in luck?
said the worm as he slipped down
?Lehigh Burr.
the bird's beak.?Jester.
of
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A Word of Welcome
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE

of welcome in this our first, issue for the year 1921-1922, to the
upperclassmen who always have been loyal to their Alma Mater,
and to the new men of the Freshman class, who caught their first
glimpse of college life a few days back.

AT

ALUMNI

Although classes were resumed some time ago, and old acquaintances and friendships have been renewed, we wish to extend a word

FIELD

"Be a Booster"
To the upperclassmen, we need make no appeal, save an urgent
word to continue their loyalty to their college, whether it be in the
classroom, gridiron, track or diamond. However, we make an
earnest appeal to the men of 19 25, the future big men in the college
activities, to assimilate at once the meaning of true college spirit
and loyalty. Don't join the "two-thirty birds," take an active interest in the daily events in college life, and above all else, "Be a
Booster."

SATURDAY

OCTOBER BTH

Largest Grid Squad Ever

Wellington's Lunch
433 Market Street,

Brighton

Operating
Boston College
Lunch

Room

We specialize in Catering for all occasions
Tel. Brighton 71099

For several weeks, scores of athletes, candidates for the football eleven, have been sweltering in the heat in preparing for the
1921 season. A record squad answered Coach Major Frank Cavanaugh's call and although many of last fall's stars have departed
to other regions, the outlook for a representative eleven can be
called bright.
Several players were lost by graduation, and others upon whom
the followers of Boston football placed their hopes for another
championship eleven transferred their affections to other institutions of learning. Consequently Coach Cavanaugh is forced to build
up practically a new machine with players just out of high school
forming the material.

"Hiker" Joy New Coach

ECKER

OPTICIAN
125 TREMONT ST., BOSTON
Special Discount to B. C. Men

One of the largest squads in the
history of the Track Team answered
the call for candidates shortly after
the opening- of school.
The most prominent of the new
men are Art. Kirley, a graduate of
English High, whom Coach Ryder
feels sure will develop into the
greatest miler ever seen at the
Heights, Louis Welch from Framingham High School, another Freshman,
also shows great promise. Both of
these men are making a strong bid
for the Cross Country Team.
As yet the Captaincy of the Cross
Country Team is undecided, but the
competition centers around "Dinger"
Dolan, Jim Caffrey and Jerry Deeley,
three letter men and veterans of the
last three seasons.

6 O AiL,»

Recently we acquired a new assistant coach in the person of
William P. "Hiker" Joy, former Holy Cross halfback and end. Mr.
Joy has enjoyed several years' experience as a grid tutor and formerly had complete charge of the Maroon and Gold eleven. He has
great ability, and will no doubt prove his worth. May he be successful and may he remain long on the Heights.
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Athletic Outfitters
to Boston College

Anent the Roderick Case
The loss of Ben Roderick, who is considered to be one of the
best halfbacks in the country by several eastern football experts,
was unexpected. The high stepping blonde advised Coach Cavanaugh he would return to the Heights, although he was at that time
training with the Columbia University football squad at its summer
camp in New Jersey. Later it became known that Roderick decided
to remain at Columbia, and notified the authorities here on the
Heights that he had been persuaded to remain at Columbia. Other
letter men. like Herb Treat, who has changed to Princeton. Pete
Corcoran and "Chuck" McGahan, now at Dartmouth, were expected
back and their non-appearance dims our chances for another championship eleven. It would not be surprising to see some definite
action by the colleges who have suffered because of the proselyting
of their athletes, to put a stop once and for all to such activity,
which is a stepping stone to professionalism.

JOSEPH

CALL FOR TRACK TEAM

The correctly equipped athelete excels in sports.
Be "correctly
equipped" by getting athletic goods that hear the

Wright

&

Ditson Trade Mark

SEND FOR FALL CATALOG

FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL

HOCKEY

TRACK

WRIGHT

&

DITSON

344 WASHINGTON ST.
Boston 9, Mass.
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Although the outdoor season of
track will not open until the spring,
the Track Team under the leadership of Jake Driscoll, the hero of
the Relay and Track Team, will journey to Brockton on the sixth of
October to participate in the meet
at the Brockton Fair.
The men entered by Coach Ryder
in this meet are, in the 100 yard
dash, Frank Kelley, Charlie McCarthy, and George Yantis. In the 220,
Frank Kelley and Billy Nolan. Jake
Driscoll in the 44 0 and Jim Caffrey
in the 88 0 yard run.
In the mile,
Kirley,
Dinger
Dolan,
and Louie
Art.
Welch. Ed. Murphy, Bill Sheeny,
Louie Welch, Ed. Barry, J. P. Sullivan, Jerry Deeley, and Pat Mahoney
will light it out in the three mile.
Bob Merrick will do the honors in
the 120 High Hurdles, and Ed. Bell
will take care of the Shot Put. Billy
Nolan and Ray Drugan will compete in the Broad Jump, with Flahive and Tiny Flaherty in the High

Jump,

An added feature at the Fair this
year will be the College Relay Race.
The team which will represent Boston College will be picked from the
following: Jake Driscoll, Jim Caffrey, Billy Nolan, Art Kirley and
Dinger Dolan.

MARQUETTE DEBATING SOCIETY

RESUMES ACTIVITIES
OCTOBER 6
Once more the halls of the MarSociety will echo
with the voices of aspiring Ciceros
expounding in eloquent diction when
President Riordan calls the meeting
to order on October 6. The Society is
open to students of Freshman and
quette Debating

HEIGHTS

BOSTON-BAYLOR TILT
BIG EVENT AT TEXAS
Big Contest Promises to be a
Warm One
Boston's first intersectional game
with Baylor University is carded as
the main attraction at the Texas
State Fair at Dallas, Texas, a week
from Saturday. The trip will take
several days, but it was made possible
by certain holidays falling at this
time.
The Texas "Bears" have a strong
eleven and Boston has its work cut
out to uphold the gridiron prestige
Baylor has an enviable
of the East
lecord on the gridiron and a reputation for turning out big linemen. It
has the advantage of playing in its
native climate, which is liable to
affect the Boston players.

New Fall Boots

Baylor Has Harvard Style
It is probable that Cav's eleven
will run into a team drilled a la
Harvard system, as Frank B. Bridges,
former Harvard University player, is
the head coach. Having heavy men
to work with, the grand old fashioned
line plunging game is likely to be
faced, and the defence of the Boston
forwards will have to be sturdy to
successfully cope with it.
Coaches Cavanaugh and Joy have
been handicapped by the scarcity of
veteran material with which to
round out a representative eleven,
but several of the new men show
promise,
developed.
and
can be
However, the students, alumni and
followers of Boston College have
confidence that Coach Cavanaugh
will turn out a. team that will compare favorably with the famous 1920
team that defeated all comers.
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Boston College men are known for
their ability in public speaking and
this is due to the many advantages
offered through the debating societies where the art is acquired.
Friday afternoon may he profitably
spent by taking advantage of this

THE POPULAR
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ening meeting.

Bunk ?She is younger than she
looks.
Coe?l.low do you know?
Bunk?l looked on the hotel register ami it says "Suite 16."?Lemon Punch.

"Cut

it out!" cried

the ticklish

patient as the physician felt his appendix.?Jester.

"The Lord knows how Jones made
his money."
"No wonder he always looks worried." ?Jester.
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Walter Croston

John Can-

Wm. J. "Bill" Sullivan
Formerly with
Kennedy's, Boston
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